ERIBA Touring
The cult caravan for seasoned travellers and individualists.

ERIBA Touring
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More information
on the ERIBA Touring
can be found online at:

Illustrations for example purposes only.

www.eriba.com/touring

ERIBA Touring highlights
A sense of well-being is all part of the package.

Perfect interior climate
thanks to lifting roof
canvas window

LED awning light with
motion detector
Unique design
principle based on
aircraft engineering

1.95 m headroom thanks
to ERIBA lifting roof
Optimal brake
force thanks to
AAA Premium Brake

Optimal roadholding characteristics
and driving safety

Further highlights: pull-out entry step, insulated gas bottle compartment, all upholstery fabrics with
HYMER stain protection, external table attachment strip, folding kitchen worktop extension
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No snaking

The elegant way to save fuel

The anti-snake stabiliser (AKS
3004) with automatic overrun
and automatic reversing mechanism corrects snaking as soon as it
occurs, thus increasing the safety
margin.

ERIBA caravans are models of efficiency due to an aerodynamically
shaped front with rounded edges. The body shape – unique in caravan
construction – boasts a timeless elegance and comes with numerous benefits: lower air resistance for better fuel economy, improved driving safety and optimal road-holding. With this compact touring pro, you can
now holiday with greater safety, economy and – not least – style.

Everything well stowed

Roof awning with LED

Space for bicycles

More than just a door

The all-round overhead storage
cupboards with their elegant
doors are big enough to house all
your travelling utensils and they all
stay closed without rattling.

The extremely lightweight articulated awning with integrated LED
light fits compactly to the curve of
the roof without making the caravan any wider.

The optional bicycle rack accommodates two bikes securely on the
drawbar, and folds back easily to
allow access to the front storage
area.

The entrance door becomes a
practical furniture item with its
stowage pockets and the integrated rubbish bin. The optional insect screen roller blind keeps unwanted guests away.

ERIBA Touring
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Living and
kitchen comfort
Inspiring interior design on wheels.

Compact yet amazingly spacious
The ERIBA Touring with its lifting roof boasts a standing height
of 1.95 metres. The interior has a warm and welcoming feel,
with cleverly designed furnishings in the bright Trentino Pear
Wood finish.

More space for preparation

Organisation is everything

Stowage space galore

The side flap serves as worktop extension and combines with the sink
cover to make a large work surface.

The drawer with cutlery insert keeps things tidy and the sink cover with
integrated chopping board provides a larger work surface. Even larger
pans will fit under the high-spout tap.

All fixed beds open up wide and high-quality spring struts keep them safely in position when open. The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the outside through the large exterior locker door on the awning side (optional extra dependent on model).
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Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
Charming interior concepts.

Maximum sleeping comfort
Travelling doesn’t have to mean compromising on sleeping comfort: in the ERIBA Touring, restful slumbers are guaranteed thanks
to cold foam mattresses with soft drill covers.
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Everything in its place

Additional bed and storage space

The bathroom is equipped with a height-adjustable mirror, a shelf with
tensioning straps to store utensils, a towel rail and a Thetford bench toilet.

All seating groups can be transformed as quick as a flash into a
comfortable bed. The spacious seat boxes provide plenty of easily accessible stowage space.

ERIBA Touring
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= Standard equipment

= Optional extra

The interior at a glance

Technical data

Model legend

Length × Width × Height

Fabric and leather design, carpet and furniture finishes.

The ERIBA Touring models.

210 – 360 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Payload – O (optional extra)
Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

+

Textile

Carpet

Furniture finishes

Familia 310

483 × 200 × 226 cm

210 – 360 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Familia 320
Brighton

Rodez

Trentino Pear Wood

Roma

London

Stanley

Triton 418

Triton 430

528 × 200 × 226 cm

Troll 530

576 × 210 × 226 cm

528 × 200 × 226 cm

Troll 540

576 × 210 × 226 cm

320 – 420 kg
1,300 kg – 1,400 kg

528 × 200 × 226 cm

Troll 542

576 × 210 × 226 cm

360 – 460 kg
1,300 kg – 1,400 kg

+

Textile

Carpet

Furniture finishes

ERIBA Touring
Brighton

London

Pico

Rodez

Stanley

Roma

Samara

Trentino Pear Wood

Triton 420

528 × 200 × 226 cm

170 – 370 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

Troll 550
300 – 400 kg
1,300 kg – 1,400 kg
+

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.
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AL-KO lightweight chassis

360 – 460 kg
1,300 kg – 1,400 kg

220 – 420 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

Pico

Model

483 × 200 × 226 cm

230 – 430 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

Samara

Standard chassis

160 – 360 kg
1,000 – 1,200 kg

180 – 330 kg
900 – 1,050 kg

Triton 410

Berths + O

576 × 210 × 226 cm

ERIBA Touring
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= optional extra

Technical know-how guaranteed

A range of options and

ERIBA Touring technology.

premium ERIBA brand values
We strive to set ever new standards in the production of our ERIBA

That way our customers can rest assured that they are buying a

caravans. ERIBA caravans come with an extensive range of safety

vehicle with high value retention. In addition, they can access a

equipment as standard. Superior fittings, a stylish interior design

comprehensive range of services at all times.

and an ideal interior climate are a hallmark of all our models.

ERIBA is now GT

Wheel on

( )

( )

Optimal loading

( )

The GT package is a visual and functional upgrade for your ERIBA Caravan: on the one hand, the alloy wheels, the smooth side panels, nose and
rear in Crystal Silver and the stone protection plate. There are also three
additional reading lights in the front and rear, an exterior storage compartment locker on the right, a waste bin integrated in the door, a roller
door mosquito net, chopping board sink cover and two utility pockets.

The rear underfloor spare wheel
holder ensures that you always
have a full-size spare wheel with
you in an emergency – without
wasting any precious storage
space.

The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the optimum towbar
weight when travelling.

From the principles of aircraft construction

Highlights

Safe braking

Maximum safety

Value retention

Top service

For almost 60 years, the unique design principle has been based on
the legendary tubular steel frame, originating in aircraft construction.
This lightweight, self-supporting and corrosion-free design is aerodynamically modelled and is particularly robust, ensuring a long life and
excellent towing characteristics. The outer skin is stove-enamelled aluminium and the rising roof shell is made from GRP.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The AAA Premium Brake is now
fitted in all ERIBA caravans as
standard. This automatic brake
adjustment facility shortens the
braking distance substantially.

Whatever your destination, driving
safety and comfort are paramount
with ERIBA.

An investment that pays for itself:
our vehicles still fetch high resale
prices even after many years.

Also good to know: we’ll still be
there for you post-sale, thanks to
our dedicated European-wide service and extensive dealer network.
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AERO styling with steel tubular frame construction
Low overall height (on the road 226 cm)
Chassis with independent suspension and shock absorbers
AKS anti-sway coupling with automatic reverse
Outstanding trailing properties
Rising roof with 26 mm sandwich insulation and two pantograph hinges
Standing height in the rising roof is 1.95 metres
High lighting output, energy-saving LED technology
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Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite
careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve
the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during
the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask
one of our authorised HYMER/ERIBA dealers about the current product
and series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not
supplied by HYMER/ERIBA. The details of scope of delivery, appearance,
performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to
press – deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are possible and permissible.
These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER/ERIBA
dealer will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the
standard scope of delivery.
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